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The paper study the Occupational Structure of Batavian Chinese in Dutch
East Indies (1816-1940).Its’ objective is to analyze the Occupational Structure of
Batavian Chinese and have a restricted view of the Occupational Structure of the
Dutch East Indies,thus help to understand the development and nature of economic
strength of Chinese in Dutch East Indies.
Except for the Introduction and Conclusion, the paper consists of four
chapters.The introduction expounds the research objectives of the paper,defines
relative concepts,reviews the research results in academic circle on the field,and
points out the goals, significance and research methods. In the first chapter,the
paper mainly discusses the basic conditions of Chinese in Batavia,to provide
background information for further research. In the second chapter,the paper
analyzes specific occupation categories of Chinese in Batavia during the times,
which focuses on raw materials manufacturing,trading,industry and other jobs.In
order from the specific structure to understand the Occupational Structure of
Chinese.In the third chapter, the paper analyzes the features of Occupational
Structure of Chinese in Batavia.The features of the Occupational Structure of
Chinese in Dutch East Indies are similar with it is under the control of VOA,and
some features,like diversity, territoriality and mobility,started to appear when the
area is under the control of the Company.However,due to the immigration of a
large number of Chinese laborers and new comers,the Occupational Structure of
Chinese after 1870s displays new features,gradually presenting a form of three-tier
pyramid.Another important feature is the relative independence of Chinese women,
engaging in various jobs.In the fourth chapter,the paper analyzes the factors
influence the Occupational Structure of Chinese in Batavia and their occupation
chooses.These factors include two parts, external reasons and personal reasons.














Government and the change of the world situation,while the personal reasons
mainly consists the economic benefits,personal ability and ideology of Chinese.
On the basis of the above discussion,in the conclusion, the paper reveals the
forming process and nature of Chinese economy.It points out that,Chinese
economy is a part of Southeast Asia’s economy, and Chinese economy in Dutch
East Indies is also a part of Indonesia national economy.The evolution of the
Occupational Structure of Chinese in Batavia is a historical necessity.The
economic strength of these Chinese is not“the dependency and accomplice of
colonial economy”,more than“the residue of colonial economy”.
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达维亚的人数并不多，1619 年荷兰殖民者占领巴达维亚之时华侨仅有 400 人，
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